Multiplier event E8: CLEAN-kWAT finalization congress in Serbia
Organizer: University of Belgrade
The Multiplier event was organized at Faculty of Mechanical Engineering University of Belgrade
on 25th of May. There were 49 participants in total, while not all of them were willing to fill in the
all data required for participant list (especially ID number, since the request for ID number in
Serbia is not allowed in this way). The signed Participation List is provided in Annex. The
participants are mainly engineers and professor from related University. Production, electrical,
mechanical, HVAC engineers and managers from companies and factories that are significant
energy consumers, but also environmentally aware were present (Board mill Umka, LG
electronics, ITN group, Termotrade, Akvaplam, Optimal Energy Solutions, etc.). Young and senior
engineers from companies dealing with renewables (General Electric working on windfarm in
Serbia) also showed interest in our results.
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Aleksandar Milosavljević
Nenad Črnila
Dragan Krsmanović
Radovan Jovanović
Đorđe Stevanović
Vladimir Matić
Andrea Tinterović
Dejan Popović
Dejan Sretenović
Marina Popović
Pavle Babić
Marko Babić
Nikola Knežević
Žarko Čebela
Miroslav Stanišić
Ivan Marković
Milica Andesilić
Andrej Selaković
Miloš Veljović
Uroš Mančić
Žanko Sremac

engineer, AS division LG electronics
Project Manager LG Electronics, engineer
consulting in engineering
SVC division
Director at LG Electronics, engineer
PhD professor, electrical engineer, University Singidunum
Design engineer, Optimal Energy Soultions
Economy sector, Optimal Energy Solutions
director, HVAC engineer, Akvaplam
HVAC engineer, P.V.F. Traders
engineer, ITN group
engineer, sales manager, Soko Inženjering
engineer, design, ITN group
engineer, design, ITN group
HVAC engineer ITN group
engineer, ITN group
engineer, design, ITN group
production engineer, Board mill Umka
chemical engineer, Board mill Umka
production engineer, Board mill Umka
graphic engineer, Board mill Umka
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Srđan Petrović
Milan Mitić
Ivan Bogojević
Dragomir Stanić
Danko Radan
Dragoljub Babić
Denis Kovačević
Ljubiša Tanić
Krsto Batinić
Dragan Vučićević
Aleksandar Sretenović
Saša Dobrić
Nemanja Milovanović
Branko Sekulić
Predrag Knežević
Asen Radovanov
Ljubinka Milićević
Predrag Cvetković
Vojislav Dudić
Dušan Ilić
Borivoje Banić
Sanja Veselinović
Andrija Pantelić
Andrea Malešev
Nikola Maksimović
Borislav Lepšanović
Marko Stevanović
Marijana Đurić Mladićević

production engineer, Board mill Umka
engineer, energy plant manager, Board mill Umka
automation engineer, Board mill Umka
electrical engineer, Board mill Umka
maintenance engineer, Papir servis FHB
director AVALA Biro
engineer, design, ITN group
Engineer, director TTA projekt
energy engineer, Grijanjeinvest
HVAC engineer, Termotrade
director, engineer, Termotrade
process engineer, Board mill Umka
senior mechanical engineer, General Electric
senior engineer, General Electric
senior engineer, General Electric
Elektromreža Srbije, join stock
Elektromreža Srbije, join stock
engineer, GOPA Intec
senior civil engineer, General Electric
site manager, General Electric
engineer, GOPA Intec
Engineer, Ede pro
Technology engineer, Ede pro
Manager, Ede pro
Engineer. Ede pro
Mechanical engineer, Ede pro
Mechanical engineer, Ede pro
Technology engineer, Ede pro

II) Presentation and Discussion
During this event the results of the project were presented and discussed. First the rationale and
aim of the project was presented. The main ideas behind the project proposal were explained in
more details. It was highlighted again that at the majority of Universities, in Serbia and in Europe,
there are not enough must courses related to environment. Therefore, as the target group also
agreed, the young engineers show lack of knowledge on environmental impacts of different
energy systems as well as basic terms on ecosystems and energy relations. The main results of
the project were discussed in detail. First, the training Book “Integrating Environmental
Considerations into Energy System Development” in Serbian was presented. The discussion was
conducted with participants during and after the project presentation. The overview of the book

chapters is presented, with short description on what can be found in each chapter. The accent
was given on the fact that it is sometimes neglected that also the energy systems using
renewables have certain environmental impact. The positive impression of the training book is
that it presents concise general overview of the technological and environmental impacts of
different energy systems (in one place).
The booklet with learning paths for selected professions was elaborated. It was especially
interesting for the young engineers that are interested in comparing their level of studies with
levels that are defined in European Union (their place in international job market).
The video material was also presented (selected documentaries). The younger engineers were
mostly interested in this part of the presentation. They are used to be in touch and intrigued by
this type of education channels.
The website with e-learning portal was elaborated. The possibilities and valuable information
available on the website were shown. During the discussion the participants highlighted that
these and similar course should be part of lifelong and continuous education of all employees in
energy sector. These courses could help professionals being up-to-date with latest technologies
and trends in engineering and science.
In total there were 30 questionnaires filled, and the results are discussed here in detail (Section
III).

The presentation slides:

III) Results of the questionnaire for the participants
(1= Not at all; 10 = Completely)
1. The target group of the project is selected appropriately:

Question 1
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The average grade is: 9,23
Comments summarized:
•
•
•

Invited engineers and professionals are relevant for the subject
It is important to remind the employees of the importance of environment issues
Good to be back in period of attending lectures at Faculty

2. The products are appropriate for the target group:

Number of answers

Question 2
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The average grade is: 9,27
Comments summarized:
•
•
•

It is useful to have this kind of education material, both for young and senior engineers
Videos and e-learning portal are better for young people, while senior engineers prefer
book
Engineers related to energy sector are present

3. How useful do you find the learning outcomes of CLEAN-kWAT project for your field of
expertise and for the target group you represented?

Question 3
Number of answers
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The average grade is: 9,33
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Comments summarized:
•
•

•

The book can be used as reference when discussing environmental impacts of different
energy systems, it has concise information in one place
Booklet showing information about EQF levels in Europe and ECVET points and
knowledge and competences is something that is not so widespread and known among
students and engineers in Serbia. We should learn from that product
The e-portal could be useful for interviewing people for hiring in H&R deportment, or
for continuous education in companies

4. How useful do you find the book for your studies / field of expertise?

Question 4
Number of answers
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The average grade is: 9,50
Comments summarized:
•
•

It will be very useful for young engineers at the start of their carrier development, but
also for senior engineers since it shows new trends in technologies and energy sources
The main feature of the Book is that is shows also the disadvantages of the renewable
energy systems that are usually presented only as „green and positive“

5. How useful do you find the documentaries for your studies / field of expertise?

Question 5
Number of answers
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The average grade is: 9,23
Comments summarized:
• The video material is more suitable for young engineers
• Documentaries are attractive and useful for starting the discussion and draw attention
of the students

6. How useful do you find the e-learning materials for your studies / field of expertise?

Question 6
Number of answers
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The average grade is: 8,67
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Comments summarized:
•
•

E-learning materials and course should be included in continuous education of
employees
This could be good also for job interviews

7. Do you think that CLEAN-kWAT project will be sustainable in terms of its results and
outcomes?

Question 7
Number of answers
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The average grade is: 8,70
Comments summarized:
•
•

If the results are used for continuous education of employed engineers, the
sustainability is certain
This material should be added to both obligatory and selected courses at Universities so
it could be more sustainable

8. In which product would you make changes? (underline it)

Number of answers
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Book

Documentaries

E-learning

Neither one

Comments summarized:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Book could contain more country specific details (maybe in next edition)
Successful examples (case studies) could be added
E-learning portal should be expanded with new courses in future
Video material is more appropriate for young engineers and students
It is great to have all material in one place, for free
The quiz looks interesting, it could be useful for H&R for hiring

WRITTEN ANSWERS
9. What should be improved in the products / learning outcomes, what would you change?
Comments summarized:
•
•
•

The professionals that are invited could also help with providing examples of good
practices in renewable energy systems
Younger students should also be involved and this should be implemented in various
courses at University
Book should be expanded also with other topics (maybe in new project)

10. Please share any other comments, proposals you have, in order to strengthen or
improve the products and learning outcomes of the project:
Comments summarized:
•
•
•
•

Topic of the project is very interesting, up-to-date and raising a lot of new discussions
The Book and other results should be expanded in future
E-courses should be obligatory for our employees
Project is very well organized

Comments and general conclusion
The average grades on our questions are in range from 8,67 to 9,50. It can be seen that
the audience is mostly satisfied (best result 9,50) with the Book as Project outcome, while they
are still a little unsure about usage of e-learning materials (average answer 8,67). It was expected
since it is necessary to encourage employees to be more included in life-long learning activities.
It is very satisfying that the majority of interviewed wouldn`t change the project products. The
comments are in general very positive, people find this topic up-to-date, very relevant and
interesting. They would also like to see the update and further work on these or similar products.

IV) Photos of the event E8
Prepared dissemination material and programme

Presentation

Videos (documentaries played)

Audience

Discussion and material dissemination

PROGRAMME
CLEAN-kWAT Multiplier Event E8 in Serbia 25.5.2018.
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Kraljice Marije 16,
Belgrade
5. floor, room 514, 16h
Congress of the Finalization of the Products in Serbia
Programme

Presentation of Project, Partners, Rationale and Project aim
Presentation of Project Results
Presentation of Training book “Integrating Environmental
Considerations into Energy Systems Development”
Overview of the Documentaries based on the Book
chapters
Presentation of the Booklet on learning pathways and ECVET
Presentation of website and e-learning platform

Discussion with participants

